
CORNELL SUPPLEMENT ESSAY

Please see the instructions on Cornell's Admissions website at Application Writing Supplement, please respond to the
essay question below (maximum of 

What personal experiences, background, or future goals will you bring to your scholarly and artistic pursuits at
Cornell? Since then, my interest in the sciences, especially biology, grew. The increasingly difficult nature of
the admissions scene necessitates increasingly stronger writing supplementsâ€”a strong essay is one of the
best ways to stand out among tens of thousands of other applications. What personal qualities make you a
good fit for SHA? I experienced firsthand the good, the bad, and even the ugly aspects of hotel management.
Before you think about putting Cornell down on your college list, make sure it really is the best fit for you.
But then, convince us that among all the folks out there who share equally compelling reasons to pursue
hospitality degrees, YOU deserve a seat in particular. School of Industrial and Labor Relations: Tell us about
your intellectual interests, how they sprung from your course, service, work or life experiences, and what
makes them exciting to you. This was the first time that I was exposed to hospitality in a learning
environment, and I found the course both engaging and informative. This, along with the policy experience
that the major emphasizes, will let me prevent illness by working with policymakers to shape the environment
and thus the health of people around the world. So, choose your undergraduate college or school at Cornell
and find the essay prompt you need to respond to below: College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Why are
you drawn to studying the major you have selected? Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management:
How have your interests and experiences influenced your decision to study Applied Economics and
Management? Click here to get started! In addressing the minor, try to tie it back to your major. Your timing is
perfect. College of Arts and Sciences: Describe two or three of your current intellectual interests and why they
are exciting to you. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management: How have your interests and
experiences influenced your decision to study Applied Economics and Management? Or exploring an idea that
might improve upon something? College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Why are you drawn to studying the
major you have selected? Describe how ILR is the right school for you to pursue these interests. Describe how
ILR is the right school for you to pursue these interests. I did not make exorbitant amount of money like they
did at the time. I became infatuated with the secret world of the very small, with the elegance of telomeres and
tetrodotoxin, prions and polyomaviruses, with the layers of ordered chaos that comprise all living things. Find
em. Please discuss how your interests and related experiences have influenced your choice. This is a great
example of how to integrate your work experiences into your essay and make it clear to SHA that service is
one of your key driving forces. What are yours? Describe what appeals to you about Cornell Engineering and
how it specifically relates to your engineering interest or aspirations. Pull in whatever you can about your prior
experiences that would apply to your desired major. In the online Common Application Writing Supplement,
please respond to the essay question below maximum of words that corresponds to the undergraduate college
or school to which you are applying. Applying to Cornell? Get the guidance of an experienced admissions
specialist who will help you stand out from the highly competitive applicant pool so you can apply with
confidence, and get accepted! Our free webinar will tell you everything you need to know about filling out the
Common App and what mistakes to avoid. Look for a course, club, or minor that you can link back to your
major. Make sure to be as specific as possible to your desired major, and let your excitement about the subject
shine through to the admissions committee.


